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word choice grammar dangerous to or dangerous for
May 23 2024

both prepositions are correct with dangerous you are restricted to use for when you continue the sentence with a to infinitive clause it
would be dangerous for you to stay here

prepositions after dangerous dangerous for or dangerous
Apr 22 2024

dangerous by design points out the alarming truth about a pedestrian s survival rate when struck at various speeds people regard big
wave surfing as very dangerous by bikini clad girls and their rescuers when wave intensity persists

the dangerous book for boys tv series 2018 imdb
Mar 21 2024

the story of a middle class family coping with the sudden passing of their beloved patriarch patrick a whimsical inventor who touched the
lives of all who knew him devastated his family finds hope in a guide book he created for his sons

dangerous definition meaning merriam webster
Feb 20 2024

the meaning of dangerous is involving possible injury pain harm or loss characterized by danger how to use dangerous in a sentence
synonym discussion of dangerous



dangerous synonyms 117 similar and opposite words merriam
Jan 19 2024

synonyms for dangerous hazardous risky perilous serious unsafe precarious treacherous menacing antonyms of dangerous safe harmless
innocuous innocent beneficial nonthreatening nonhazardous good

dangerous definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Dec 18 2023

adjective us ˈdeɪn dʒər əs ˈdeɪndʒ rəs add to word list able or likely to cause harm or death or unpleasant problems dangerous chemicals
bacteria whooping cough is most dangerous for infants dangerously adverb us ˈdeɪn dʒə rə sli dangerously high winds

dangerous definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Nov 17 2023

use the word dangerous to describe anything that can potentially cause serious harm like a snarling pit bull or an icy treacherous road

80 synonyms antonyms for dangerous thesaurus com
Oct 16 2023

find 80 different ways to say dangerous along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

dangerous 25 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english
Sep 15 2023

synonyms and examples unsafe don t play in the street it s unsafe hazardous heavy rain is causing hazardous driving conditions perilous a



perilous journey through the mountains was their only escape route treacherous ice had made the roads treacherous

dangerous definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Aug 14 2023

adjective if something is dangerous it is able or likely to hurt or harm you it s a dangerous stretch of road dangerous drugs it s dangerous
to jump to early conclusions synonyms perilous threatening risky hazardous more synonyms of dangerous dangerously adverb oft adverb
after verb he is dangerously ill

dangerous adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Jul 13 2023

likely to injure or harm somebody or to damage or destroy something the situation is extremely dangerous fog and ice are making the
roads very dangerous potentially dangerous levels of pesticides it s one of the most dangerous places in the world

dangerous definition meaning yourdictionary
Jun 12 2023

dangerous definition full of danger likely to cause injury pain etc unsafe perilous being able or likely to do harm colloquial dated in a
condition of danger as from illness threatened with death forby

danger definition meaning merriam webster
May 11 2023

the meaning of danger is exposure or liability to injury pain harm or loss how to use danger in a sentence



dangerous adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Apr 10 2023

a situation or subject that is likely to make someone angry or that involves risk we d be on dangerous ground if we asked about race or
religion dangerously adverb she was standing dangerously close to the fire his father is dangerously ill so ill that he might die mel enjoys
living dangerously doing things that involve risk or danger

dangerous definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 09 2023

dangerous definition full of danger or risk causing danger perilous risky hazardous unsafe see examples of dangerous used in a sentence

dangerous definition meaning britannica dictionary
Feb 08 2023

dangerous meaning 1 involving possible injury harm or death characterized by danger often to 2 able or likely to cause injury pain harm
etc

the dangerous book for boys iggulden conn iggulden hal
Jan 07 2023

the bestselling book for every boy from eight to eighty covering essential boyhood skills such as building tree houses learning how to fish
finding true north and even answering the age old question of what the big deal with girls is



danger definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Dec 06 2022

definitions of danger noun the condition of being susceptible to harm or injury you are in no danger there was widespread danger of
disease see more noun a cause of pain or injury or loss he feared the dangers of traveling by air

dangerous english meaning cambridge dictionary
Nov 05 2022

dangerous definition 1 a dangerous person animal thing or activity could harm you 2 a dangerous person animal learn more

the dangerous book for boys wikipedia
Oct 04 2022

the dangerous book for boys by conn and hal iggulden is a guidebook published by harpercollins aimed at boys from eight to eighty it
covers around eighty topics including how to build a treehouse grow a crystal or tell direction with a watch
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